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GRIN Verlag Sep 2009, 2009. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 209x147x2 mm. This item is
printed on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject
American Studies - Culture and Applied Geography, grade: 1,0, TU Dortmund (Anglistik und
Amerikanistik), course: Emerson - The World's Eye, language: English, abstract: The importance of
the Romantic period and the meaning of its ideas for the development of the United States can not
be overestimated. Ralph Waldo Emerson as its ingenious prototype for the American Scholar
formulated ideas that created a base for a transcending Civil Religion that seems to be the
foundation of the American self-concept. This Civil Religion was also the base for the politics of one
of the most conservative politicians of the 20th century, Ronald Reagan. In my work I want to show
that Emerson's ideas and the politics of Ronald Reagan don't exclude each other. Both, Emerson
and Reagan, can be regarded as excellent speakers and writers, well versed in their rhetoric means.
I want to show that there is a common ground where the ideas and the rhetoric of these seemingly
contradictory characters meet, which supports the idea of an overaching...
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Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through once more again in the foreseeable
future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
-- Alta Kirlin-- Alta Kirlin

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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